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OVERVIEW:
MILANO DESIGN WEEK
The so-called “Fuorisalone" is the world's
most important event focused on design.
The name Fuorisalone refers to the number
of events, exhibitions and presentations
taking place in the whole city of Milan at the
time of the Salone del Mobile, the huge furniture fair housed in the ofﬁcial exhibition
ground in the outskirts of the city.
Every year, over 400 Fuorisalone events
attract

an

international

audience

of

approximately 500.000 people, both design
enthousists and professional operators,
eager to discover and share new concepts,
innovative projects, hidden places off the
beaten track and unmissable installations
that can only be seen during the design week
or never again.
Fuorisalone is a spontaneous, bottom-up
event, that has its main focus in Tortona
and Brera (city center); from here, it spreads
out to the whole city, being a model for many
initiatives and festivals all around the world
that try to replicate it. Unsuccessufully, so
far.

OVERVIEW:

TORTONA DESIGN WEEK
With 200 events from 20 countries and
more than 150.000 visitors counted in the
last years, Tortona remains a key destination for the international design community
and a symbol of the Fuorisalone.
Zona Tortona, the ﬁrst city quarter to
become a Fuorisalone circuit since 2001,
has now become a creative hub with an
international reputation, a successful case
history of urban regeneration. Over a period
of a few years, the old industrial buildings
scattered in the area have been completely
converted and turned into perfect venues for
new creative industries.
Design, fashion and culture converge here
all year round, thanks to the tight calendar
of events taking place in the area, the high
number of fashion brands with permanent
base here and the presence of prestigious
cultural operators such as Armani/Silos,
Mudec (Museo delle Culture) and BASE
Milano, a new integrated hub for cultural and
creative enterprises.

WHO WE ARE
Sarpi Bridge_Oriental Design Week,
Milano Space Makers and I-Des
Italy-Shenzen joined forces to create an
unprecedented focus on Oriental Design,
in the framework of the Milano Design
Week: a window on the most dynamic
continent, with a vast number of Countries engaged; an interdisciplinary insight
on a wide range of design and cultural
initiatives.
- Sarpi Bridge_ Oriental Design Week, is
the unique and only oriental design week
in Italy and Europe, which takes place in
Milan since …. It is a cultural association
based in Turin and Milan, whose mission
is to stimulate cultural and economic
development, to give opportunities to
new designers and pave the way for new
market possibilities.
Sarpi Bridge_ODW is not just an event
but a systemic network. In fact, it is
permanently engaged in the organization and coordination of a few additional
outstanding projects:
HOMI ASIA DESIGN亞洲設計 in partner-

with HOMI FieraMilano "(www.homimilano.com), cultural and commercial area of
asian design in one of the most important
international fairs of trends and lifestyle
HOMI ASIA DESIGN AWARD the prize of
asian design excellence in HOMI ASIA
DESIGN, an all-Italian award that promotes
the quality of the exhibitor in the Italian and
European Market
OO!ASIA ART + DESIGN + FOOD PRODUCE
selected by Slow Food Great China, a
window on ASIA that promotes collaboration between East and West, breeding new
projects and brands, exhibit and sales of
asian art, design and food
EDEN_Earth Design Excellence Notions a
certiﬁed design master for young asian designers/students.
Sarpi Bridge_Oriental Design Week aims to
create a bridge between East and West,
between City and City, between fuorisalone
and fuorisalone proposing design, research,
experimentation, innovation and creativity.
A careful organization, a good selection of
exhibitors, based on criteria of creative quality, innovation and content makes Sarpi
Bridge - Oriental Design Week one of the
most interesting design exhibitions for its
special identity, peculiarity and internationality.

-Milano Space Makers is one of the main
players in Zona Tortona, having under its
control a circuit of approximately 30 exhibition spaces, big and small, scattered in the
district. Milano Space Makers operates all
year round in the organisation of fairs and
events, and promotes the Tortona area by
converting abandoned industrial venues,
that are revamped respecting their architectural DNA and turned into temporary
event spaces od exhibition galleries.
During the Tortona Design in particular,
MSM runs and coordinates some of the
strongholds in the district, such as Opiﬁcio
31, Megawatt Court, Padiglione Visconti.
-I-Des

Italy-Shenzen

represents

an

umbrella agency offering a range of services
dedicated to companies that look at design
and style as a strategic asset. The areas are
international sales marketing, communication, education, events. Its purpose is to lay
the foundation for the development of new
services, activities and initiatives dedicated
to companies and istitutions. Through the
years, I-DES has collaborated with numerous institutions on prestigious residential
projects that have become the benchmark
of luxury living. (ides.it iyalyshenzhen.com)

Why an
ASIA DESIGN PAVILION
There is plenty of reasons why you cannot
miss the opportunity to be part of the ASIA
DESIGN PAVILION:
- it means exhibiting in an extraordinary
location, Megawatt Court, and being sure to
be promoted and communicated as a
special event of the “fuorisalone” - Milan
Design Week.
- it means not to be “a drop in the ocean”,
one among the hundreds of exhibitions
taking place in Milan in the same dates.
- it means to be part of a distinctive design
context that represents ASIA with its multifaceted identity, a consistent concept focusing the attention of those really interested in
Asian design
– to be an Asian design landmark, the Asian
design hub in Italy during one of the world's
most famous “design weeks”
– to be part of a future oriental "Salone del
Mobile" in MILAN
– to be part of a project that begins with
your participation in ASIA DESIGN PAVILION
but continues throughout the year in designing and creating new projects, collaborations and opportunities, both cultural and
economic, between East and West
Get in touch and learn how to participate as
an exhibitor or sponsor!

CALL TO EXHIBIT
Companies, independent designers, academies, universities, design institutions, trade
promotion centers, can apply to exhibit in the
ASIA DESIGN PAVILION.
The exhibition layout planned by our architects will encompass different functional
areas:

exhibition,

s&conferences,

meetings,
cinema,

seminarfood&relax,

outdoor chillout.
All subjects above can apply for a “solo”
exhibition area (min footage available,
approx. 150 m2) or for a small corner in the
collective area “FOCUS ON YOUNG TALENTS” (see exhibition layout in attachment).
ASIA DESIGN PAVILION is a curated event.
Our curators will do a careful selection of
applications in order to guarantee an interesting mix of proposals, a good quality level
and a consequently high appeal towards the
public.

MARKETING &
COMMUNICATION
The event is supported by a press ofﬁce
activity, and a marketing and PR plan
meant to create a buzz before the event,
communicate with the international media,
highlight the most interesting topics, arrange
interviews and publications and give the
event a full coverage on the international
media.
The press ofﬁce will operate before-during-after the event, starting from January
2018.
Agreements

with

international

media

partners both in Europe, China and other
Eastern Countries are currently under way.
ASIA DESIGN PAVILION will be part of the
ofﬁcial programme of the Milano Design
Week. It will have a dedicated section and
adv on the webportal and ofﬁcial app fuorisalone.it.
Leaflets about the exhibition, mentioning all
participants, will be printed and distributed
during the week in Tortona and in other
key-spots across the city.

THE VENUE:
MEGAWATT COURT
Megawatt Court is a newly opened location,
set in an industrial complex with sombre and
fascinating 70s architecture. The ideal place
for hosting big events, not only due to the
size of the spaces but also for its particularly
convenient position, located a few minutes
away from the heart of Zona Tortona, along
the Naviglio, in a lovely and quiet part of town
that is currently undergoing complete transformation.
The complex consists of a hangar of over
4000 sqm with majestic and perfectly
conserved industrial architecture, a large
warehouse, courtyard garden, an ofﬁce
block of approximately 1500 sqm and large
private car park. The location has various
facilities and service areas, making it extremely functional and suited to a wide variety
of uses. The exhibition hall (approx. 3000
sqm.) features a saw-tooth roof, which
provides a diffused natural light.

One bay of the space has a large industrial
scaffold, a historic memento of the recent
past of the mechanical components factory.
At the end of the hall, a steel mezzanine floor,
ideal for production and sound crews, dominates the space.
An internal passageway, useful for creating a
backstage area during shows or fashion
shows, connects the hangar to a three-storey ofﬁce building of approximately 1500
sqm. The area, which is completely habitable and still has the original lay-out, consists of work spaces divided into separate
rooms and a large private carpark in Via
Watt. A large, peaceful, courtyard garden of
over 3.700 sqm, situated in a sheltered area
off the main street, is the perfect backdrop
for outdoor events.

MEGAWATT COURT
about 9000 sqm

EXHIBITION HALL
about 3000 sqm
(dimensions: about 90 x 27 m)
Max height: 7,20 m
Height undertrusses: 6,40 m

OFFICES
circa 1500 mq
WAREHOUSES
about 800 sqm
COURTYARD
about 3700 sqm
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MEGAWATT COURT
Technical data

UTILITIES
WATTAGE FOR EVENTS: 250 KW. FULLY AVAILABLE

Existing ﬁxed scaffolding

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONATING on separate power source

Emergency Exit

CONNECTION ACTIVATION on request

Fire hose
Steel hanging loops - max wheight
approx. 150 kg

RESTROOMS
15 restrooms available

Ceiling conditioning

LOGISTICS/ ACCESSIBILITY

Disabled toilet

36

Double entrance accessibile to artucolated lorries

02

Internal driveways accessibile all around the building
Private parking on via Watt 15
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Full accessibility for disabled persons
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HOW TO GET THERE
BY CAR
Tang. Ovest, exit Viale Liguria, follow Viale
Famagosta.
Metro linea 2
Porta Genova

There is a big, public car park.
It is possible to reserve a private shuttle from
here and get the location in 3/4 minutes.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

- MM line 2 (green line) stop P.ta Genova + bus
n. 74 stop Tosi - Pestalozzi
- MM lin 2 (green line) stop P.ta Genova + tram
n. 2 stop Lodovico il Moro – Ponti
Tram 2

MEGAWATT COURT
Bus 47

- From Porta Genova (underground station),
Metro linea 2
Romolo

walking, get the lcation in 15 minutes
- Dalla Stazione di Romolo, a piedi, raggiungi la

Bus 74

PARKING
- Along Via Watt, free
- Megawatt has some car parking reserved for
its Clients

CONTATTI
Commercial info & bookings Annamaria Salinari
apply@orientaldesignweek.it

tel: +39 3383802072

General info & location Alessandra Salici
a.salici@milanospacemakers.com

tel:+39 3314661959

Sponsorships & partnerships Alessandro Pumpo
Info@i-des.it

tel:+39 3204883583

